
Bill Buster focuses on the renewable and non-renewable resources 
that are used to produce energy. Students learn how energy is 
produced, distributed, and measured. Students discover, as they keep 
their own surveys and logs of energy use, just how they can become 
energy efficient at home and school. This program is especially 
recommended for science classes.

Bill Buster Curriculum – 7 lessons
The teacher’s guide features detailed lesson plans, background 
information, a glossary, extension activities and correlations to 
California Content Standards. One per teacher.

Bill Buster Energy Book
This 30 page workbook is filled with activities to provide information 
and reinforce and enhance the lessons. Contents include energy 
and the environment, renewable and non-renewable energy 
sources, global energy use, how power plants deliver electricity, 
a crossword puzzle, and numerous links for Internet research.
One per student.

Bill Buster Energy Survey and Log
The Energy Survey requires students to estimate how much 
energy they think they use. But students actually record 
what they use in their Energy Logs. Both findings can be 
used in tandem with Bill Buster software, to turn the data 
collected into personalized Energy Statements. One Energy 
Survey and Log per student; one software package (CD ROM) 
per teacher. 

Energy Future Video
In the video, the eccentric Professor Quark takes James, 
a middle school student, on an energy field trip on a flying 
school bus. The seven stops on the field trip help students 
visualize the power plants that supply energy. One per teacher.

Bill Buster Energy Source Cards
The energy source cards, along with further research, provide 
students with information on renewable and non–renewable energy 
sources. The cards cover solar energy, wind power, fossil fuels, 
tidal energy, biomass and hydropower. One set per class.

Bill Buster Energy Calculator
Students, using these calculators, can quickly determine the 
costs at various rates to power appliances and equipment. 
Students learn that saving energy also means saving money. 
One per student.
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ENERGYSOURCES

There are different energy sources that “work” for us in our daily lives. 

These energy sources are categorized as either renewable or nonrenewable. 

Directions:Use the Bill Buster Energy Source Cards to learn about these energy sources. 

Write your own description of each energy source in the spaces provided.
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Words to Know: nonrenewable energy source 

A source of energy that cannot be restored or made again

by nature. Fossil fuels are nonrenewable resources

because the conditions that created them are not likely 

to be repeated. They took millions of years to form.
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People in countries throughout the world depend on fossil fuels (petroleum, coal, and

natural gas) to meet most of their energy needs. For most countries petroleum is the

most important energy source, followed by coal and natural gas.

Chart A: World’s Energy Production by Source

ENERGYAROUND

THEWORLD

Charts A, B, and C

Source: International Energy Annual–Overview,

2002, Energy Information Administration (EIA):

www.eia.doe.gov/ermeu/iea/overview.html

■ Petroleum

■ Coal

■ Natural gas

■ Nuclear power

■ Hydropower

■ Geothermal, solar, wind, biomass

1. Use Chart A to answer the following questions.

a. What percentage of the world’s energy production comes from fossil fuels? ___________

b. What percentage of the world’s energy sources (hydropower, geothermal, solar, wind,

and biomass) comes from renewable sources?__________________________________ 

c. What percentage of the world’s energy sources comes from nuclear power?___________

37%

24%

24%

7%
7%

1%
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Words to Know:
petroleum

A natural, thick, flammable liquid made of the remains

of plants and animals that lived million of years ago.

Petroleum is mainly found deep under the earth's surface.

In the Bill Buster program the word oil is often used

in place of petroleum.
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Why Recycle?
Throughout the world, people are taking a
second look at what they used to think of as trash.
Newspaper is perhaps the best known example of a
product that was thrown away but is now collected
and turned into new paper. Aluminum cans are also
collected and the metal reused to make new cans.
Styrofoam peanuts are steam-cleaned and used 
again for packing. Every time something is used
again, it is “recycled.”

Recycling means reusing whole products, such as
bottles, that might otherwise be thrown away, or
putting parts of used products, such as the metal
in cans and the paper in newspaper, to new uses.
Recycling is one major way people can save energy
because it takes less energy to make new products
from reused materials than from scratch.

Many communities have programs to recycle glass,
paper, and metals. People can also recycle by writing
on both sides of a sheet of paper, by composting food
scraps in the garden to feed plants, and by reusing
their own paper or plastic bags when shopping. 

The possibilities are many and there are signs that
people can do much more. In 1995, the Organization
for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD)
found that Japan, Germany, France, Sweden,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Italy all recycled
higher percentages of their wastes than did the
United States.

Recycling saves energy by making energy available
for other uses. Therefore, recycling is a source of
energy.

Web Sites
Energy Information Kid's Page
www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —
Student Center
www.epa.gov/students
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Wall sections of the Southface Education Center, made of energy-efficient foam core
(inside) and recycled wood products (outside), were demonstrated during the 1996
Summer Olympics.
Credit: U.S. Department of Energy; Craig Miller Productions     DOE/NREL

Tons of newspaper are recycled each year and in turn are made into boxboard.
Credit: Philip Shepherd     DOE/NREL
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What is Tidal Energy?
Ocean currents and the ebb and flow of ocean tides

have great power. They push and pull at swimmers.

They can demolish cliffs. They can even capsize

ocean vessels. This tidal energy can also be

converted into electricity and is one of the oldest

forms of energy used by humans.Since the 8th century AD, Europeans have used

the ebb and flood of tides to turn water wheels for

milling grain. They built storage ponds that were

filled with the incoming (flood) tide. These ponds

emptied during the outgoing (ebb) tide through a

water wheel,turning the wheels to mill the grain.
Most modern systems that convert tidal energy into

electricity use a similar approach. They use dams to

capture the incoming tide and channel the outgoing

water through hydraulic turbines that produce elec-

tricity. The tidal power can also be captured offshore

by placing turbines under water, where they are

turned by the flow of ocean currents.The largest and oldest tidal energy plant in La Rance,

France has been generating electricity since 1966.

It is the only major tidal power plant and there are

few others in the world and none in the United

States. For comparison, the La Rance generating

station produces 240 megawatts of electricity com-

pared to a large coal or nuclear power plant, which

generates about 1,000 megawatts of electricity.  
Web SitesU.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information

Kid's Pagewww.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable

Energy Laboratorywww.nrel.gov
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —
Student Centerwww.epa.gov/students
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300 kw

Weighs200 tons
Humanto scale

Blades rotate180° to face thetide as thecurrentchanges

La Rance Tidal Energy Plant, La Rance, France

What is Wind Power?
A strong wind can rip paper in our hands or even

knock trees down. The damage done by tornadoes

and hurricanes is proof of the energy in winds.This

energy can be directed for productive work too, such

as sailing and windsurfing.
Denmark was the first country to use wind power to

produce electricity. This took place in the 1890s when

they used windmills to capture wind energy. Not until

the 20th century was wind power used to generate

electricity in North America.
Today, both vertical and horizontal windmills are used

to convert wind power into electricity. Vertical wind-

mills have shafts that point upward, like umbrellas.

Horizontal windmills have blades that turn around a

horizontal shaft.As winds turn the blades of the windmill, that

movement is converted into electricity by a generator.

To produce enough electricity for communities, many

wind machines are grouped together in one place,

called a wind farm. The winds must be consistently

strong and blow in one general direction. Weak winds

will not generate electricity and winds that are too

strong can destroy the windmills.

The minimum wind speed needed to generate electricity

is about 11 miles per hour and the maximum speed is

about 60 miles per hour. The average wind speed need-

ed is 14 miles per hour. One wind machine can produce

1.5 to 4.0 million kilowatthours (kWh) of electricity a

year. That is enough electricity for 150-400 homes

during the year.Web SitesU.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information

Kid's Pagewww.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/

U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable

Energy Laboratory
www.nrel.govU.S. Environmental Protection Agency —

Student Centerwww.epa.gov/students
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California's Altamont Pass wind plant produces enough electricity to power the

residential sector of a city the size of San Francisco.

Credit: Ed Linton  DOE/NREL

Wind machines in Tehachapi, California.

Credit: Warren Gretz DOE/NREL
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What is Fossil Fuel?
Coal, petroleum, and natural gas are called fossil
fuels because they are thought to be the remains of
plant and animal life from prehistoric times. Power
plants that generate electricity by burning these fuels
are known as fossil fuel plants. More than half the
electricity in the United States is generated in power
plants that burn coal. About 5 percent comes from
plants that burn petroleum and an even smaller
percentage from burning natural gas.

Coal
Coal comes from the remains of plant life that existed
when swampland covered much of the Earth, about
250 to 500 million years ago. Coal is the most plenti-
ful fossil fuel. The Chinese are said to have used coal
3,000 years ago, but there is no record of any other
ancient civilization using coal for fuel. In Europe, there
was a shift from wood burning to coal burning in the
17th century. This change supplied the energy needed
to fuel the Industrial Revolution.

Petroleum
Petroleum, or oil, is thought to be the remains of both
plant and animal life deposited on ocean floors when
most of the Earth was covered by water. This was
about 70 million years ago. Today, petroleum is used
mainly for transportation. Less than 3% of all electric-
ity generated in the U.S. came from petroleum power
plants in 2000. For over 20 years, petroleum has not
been used to generate electricity in California.

Natural Gas
Natural gas is generally thought to come from the
remains of animal and plant life dating back 70 million
years. It is an air-like substance, with no odor or
color, that can be burned to create heat. The smell of
natural gas that we use in our homes is added to it to
help us detect leaks and to keep us safe. Natural gas
can be used directly in our homes for heating and it
can be burned in power plants to heat water into
steam for turning generators that produce electricity.

Web Sites
Energy Information Kid's Page
www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —
Student Center
www.epa.gov/students
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This offshore oil drilling platform in the Gulf of Mexico uses photovoltaic modules for
powering navigational aids (such as fog horns and lighting).
Credit: Shell Solar    DOE/NREL

This coal-fired power station at Niagara Mohawk's Dunkirk steam station in New
York produces 600,000 kilowatts of 60 cycle power. 
Credit: David Parsons     DOE/NREL
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What is Geothermal Energy?Ancient Romans bathed in water from hot springs,and many people still do. The heat for these springsoriginates deep under the Earth's surface, frommolten rocks. Underground water touching theserocks gets so hot it gushes up through the surface,along with hot steam. The word “geyser” comesfrom Iceland, where it means “gush.”
The energy in the hot steam can be used to turnturbines and generators to make electricity. Usingthe Earth's heat to produce electricity is calledgeothermal power, from the Greek words “geo” forEarth and "therme" for heat. 

The first use of geothermal power to makeelectricity took place in 1904 in Larderello, Italy.The first commercial geothermal power plant inthe United States was built in 1960 at The Geyserswhere they use dry steam from the earth to turnturbines. The plants at The Geysers are stillgenerating electricity.

Web Sites
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Kid's Page
www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/
U.S. Department of Energy, National RenewableEnergy Laboratorywww.nrel.gov

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —Student Center
www.epa.gov/students
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Calpine’s West Ford Flat power Plant (Unit 4). The Geysers, California

Calpine’s Bear Canyon Power Plant (unit 2). The Geysers, California
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What is Nuclear Energy?
All matter is made of atoms, which are forms of

energy. Splitting atoms releases much of that energy.

As one atom is split, its parts bang against other

atoms, splitting them and creating a chain reaction

of exploding atoms. This chain reaction generates

heat, light, and radioactivity. Nuclear power plants control the chain reaction and

use the heat it generates to turn water into steam

to power an electric generator.The process of splitting an atom is called fission, and

all nuclear power plants are fission reactors. The fuel

for nuclear power plants comes from uranium ore.

In the U.S., much of the prospecting for uranium ore

takes place in the western states, mainly in Colorado,

Utah, Arizona, and Wyoming.The first commercial nuclear power plant in the

United States began production at Whippingport, PA

in 1957 and had a capacity of 60,000 kilowatts. The

technology that gave rise to this power plant came

from the U.S. Navy's submarine program. Today, there

are over 100 working nuclear reactors in the United

States, with a total capacity of more than 100,000

megawatts.
Web SitesU.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information

Kid's Pagewww.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable

Energy Laboratorywww.nrel.gov
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —
Student Centerwww.epa.gov/students
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Diablo Canyon Power Plant
PG&E

The Sacramento Municipal Utility District operates this 2-MW PV power plant at

Rancho Seco, California.
Credit: Warren Gretz DOE/NREL
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What is Biomass?
Biomass is organic matter that might be available on
a renewable basis. Wood is a biomass and has been
burned for heat and light for thousands of years. Today,
the biomass used to fuel electrical power plants
includes plant fiber, animal wastes, industrial waste,
and solid waste.

According to the California Integrated Waste
Management Board, Californians create nearly 2,900
pounds of household garbage and industrial waste every
second for a total of 45 million tons of waste a year!
This garbage can be a source of energy since one ton
(2,000 pounds) of garbage contains as much heat
energy as 500 pounds of coal.

Hundreds of U.S. power plants burn biomass to gener-
ate about 65 billion kilowatthours of electricity each
year. The wood and paper products industries generate
and use about two-thirds of this power. Solid wastes
from cities fuel most of the other biomass plants to
produce enough electricity for nearly 7 million
Americans. All together, biomass plants can produce
10.3 gigawatts, or 1.4 percent of our country's total
capacity. 

Burning biomass is not the only way to extract its
energy. Other ways are being developed by scientists,
such as producing biogas from biomass and capturing
the biogas that landfills release. Biogas can, in theory,
be recovered from landfills by drilling wells into the land-
fill and piping the gas to an energy production plant.
Engineers are also exploring ways to change biomass
directly into a liquid fuel, or biofuel, such as ethanol.
Ethanol is made by fermenting corn and other grains.

Web Sites
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Kid's Page
www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/

U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory
www.nrel.gov

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency — Student Center
www.epa.gov/students
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Woodland Biomass Power uses agricultural residue such as walnut shells to fire its
fluidized bed combustion chamber to produce electricity.
Credit: Warren Gretz     DOE/NREL

The Tracy Biomass Plant uses wood residues discarded from agricultural and indus-
trial operations and provides the San Francisco Bay Area with renewable electricity. 
Credit: Andrew Carlin-Tracy Operators    DOE/NREL
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Energy Efficiency=People PowerAthletes are efficient when they do not waste motion.
Cooks are efficient when they use only the amount of
ingredients they need and leave nothing to spoil.Efficient cars are those that can travel more mileson a gallon of fuel than other cars.

People can be energy-efficient when they use energywisely and use only as much as they need. By notwasting energy, people make the energy they do notuse  available for others to use. By being energy-effi-
cient,  people can become a source of energy.
There are many ways people can be energy-efficient.
They can switch off lights when not using them. They
can take public transit more often and use their cars
less. They can wash clothes in cold water with an all-
temperature detergent instead of washing them inwarm or hot water. They can take shorter showers. By cutting electricity use by 5 percent, people livingin northern California (about 3.7 million households)could save almost 1.2 billion kilowatthours a year.This savings equals the electricity produced by onepower plant. It is about as much as the electricity185,000 households use in one year. In other words,

by being 5 percent more energy efficient, Californians
can make enough power available for 185,000households without building a new power plant!
Web Sites
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy InformationKid's Page
www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/
U.S. Department of Energy, National RenewableEnergy Laboratory
www.nrel.gov

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —Student Center
www.epa.gov/students
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Hanging the clothes outside on a nice day, instead of using the dryer, saves energy

and your clothes will smell great.

Take a five-minute shower instead of a 10-minute shower. It’s an easy way to save

energy, and you’ll still get clean.BILL BUSTER ENERGY SOURCE CARD

Running this
appliance for:

Uses this
much energy:

The energy
used costs: 

Therms

At these rates:
$0.50 per therm
$1.00 per therm
$1.50 per therm

NATURAL GAS

Appliance

Energy Saving Tips for You and Your Family:
• Turn the lights off when you leave a room.  
• Replace incandescent bulbs with 

energy- saving compact fluorescent
lamps.

• Turn appliances and computers off when
not in use.

Bill Buster and Energenius® are part of the Pacif ic Gas and
Electric Company’s Energenius® Educational Program.

This program is funded by Cal i fornia ut i l i ty  customers and
administered by the state's investor owned ut i l i t ies,  under
the auspices of the California Public Uti l i t ies Commission.
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Running this

appliance for:

Uses this

much energy:

The energy

used costs: 

Kilowatthours

(kWh)

At these rates:

$0.10 per kWh

$0.15 per kWh

$0.20 per kWh

ELECTRICITY

Appliance

Appliance

The Bill Buster Energy Slide can show you how

much electricity and natural gas (gas on reverse

side) costs to run some household appliances.

Pull the slide to the right until an appliance

appears in the top window. The window below

shows the amount of energy used for a specific

length of time at different rates.*

*These rates are sample rates, and are 

not necessarily actual rates. 
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What is Hydropower?

An Energenius®Educational Program
From Pacific Gas and Electric CompanyHYDROPOWER

HYDROPOWER

Hat Creek PowerhousePG&E

Cow Creek PowerhousePG&E

Waterfalls and massive floods can illustrate the

power of moving water. Their energy can destroy

buildings and erode mountains.This energy can also be captured very efficiently in

hydroelectric power plants. “Hydro” comes from the

Greek word "hudor" for water. A hydroelectric power

plant turns the energy of moving water into electrici-

ty. The most common form of such a power plant is

a dam that holds back water from a river. Behind the

dam, the water floods large areas to create a lake or

reservoir. Tunnels in the dam direct the water from

the lakes through turbine-generators. As the pent-up

water flows through the turbine-generators, they

create electricity. The amount of energy supplied

by moving water depends on how fast the water is

moving.

Large hydroelectric plants can generate more than

2,000 megawatts of electricity and are among the

largest electric power plants. But small dams and

fast-running streams can also generate electricity.
One of the largest hydroelectric power plants in the

United States is at Hoover Dam (1,244 megawatts)

which forms Lake Mead on the Colorado River at the

Arizona and Nevada border. Web SitesU.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information

Kid's Pagewww.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable

Energy Laboratorywww.nrel.gov
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —

Student Centerwww.epa.gov/students
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What is Solar Energy?
The sun's energy can be used directly as heat or

converted through photovoltaic cells to produce

electricity. To apply solar energy directly as heat,

giant mirrors are used to focus the sun's rays

on water like a magnifying glass, until the water is

converted into steam for turning electric generators.

Photovoltaic cells are made of a material — silicon —

that when exposed to sunlight, produces an electric

current. Large panels containing hundreds of photo-

voltaic cells can be used to collect the sun's energy

and turn it into electricity. Solar cells are expensive

to produce and not yet very efficient. At present, they

can convert about 12-14 percent of the energy in

sunlight to electricity.Solar power is not limited to these forms of energy.

The sun helped create fossil fuels by providing pre-

historic plant and animal life with the light it needed 

to survive and grow. Winds also get their energy 

from the sun because they result from differences

in air temperature. Because colder air is heavier

than warmer air, colder air falls into warmer air, 

pushing warmer air around to create winds.

Energy from the sun may be more than the Earth will

ever need and the sun is expected to burn for at least

4 billion more years.Web SitesU.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information

Kid's Pagewww.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/
U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable

Energy Laboratory
www.nrel.gov

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency —

Student Centerwww.epa.gov/students
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Leslie Shao-ming Sun Field Station, Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve,Stanford, CA.

On this building's roof, low-slope south-facing photovoltaic (PV) panels and steep-slope

south-facing solar hot water panels are integrated for reducing the building's annual

energy use. Credit: Pacific Energy Center Staff

Applied Power photovoltaic panels at Farallon National Wildlife Refuge, 30 miles

west of San Francisco, managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Credit: US Fish and Wildlife Service DOE/NREL
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BONUS: This Energenius Program includes a 
take-home E Poster for parents and guardians. 
The poster provides information on energy 
efficiency and energy-saving tips.


